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Highlights from Governor Scott Walker’s assault on

Wisconsin’s environment

Destroyed Madison – Milwaukee light rail project

  Before even taking office Walker made it clear that he was opposed to the 810 million dollar

  federally funded light rail project that would have reduced car trips between Madison and

  Milwaukee, brought jobs to the area and been part of a larger regional transit system reducing

  emissions and protecting health for the long-term.

Defunded Recycling

  Walker sought to eliminate recycling programs entirely through his biennial budget. The

  overwhelming opposition to this position including from some republicans in the State legislature

  reduced the impact of this measure. Ultimately recycling funding was cut by 40% which will

  severely hamper local recycling programs.

Weakened Clean Water Rules

  Walker’s budget delayed clean water rules that would have helped to reduce phosphorus runoff

  to our lakes. As blue-green algae spreads across our local waterways health concerns mount

  and recreation suffers. There are concerns that the delays of implementing these rules to

  lessen Phosphorus actually put Wisconsin in the position of violating the Federal Clean Water

  Act.

Ended & Weakened programs to reduce Energy Use and

advance Clean Energy

  Walker eliminated the office of Energy Independence and has cut programs that give

  businesses incentives to reduce energy use and increase efficiency including the Focus on

  Energy Program. These programs can improve air quality and health in our state, and reduce

  global warming pollution all of which can have long-term economic benefits. He has also

  proposed new rules which would make generation of wind energy more onerous – requiring a

  greater distance from residential properties and wind turbines. The wind turbine rules have put

  Wisconsin clean energy companies in a holding pattern, they are hesitating to invest in the

  state.

Carte Blanche to the Mining Industry

  Though not yet in place, Walker and his corporate friends have proposed legislation regarding

  iron mining which would eviscerate the authority of the Department of Natural Resources to

  regulate mining. It would eliminate health and safety provisions, effectively turning the

  regulations into a rubber stamp. We anticipate this law to be debated this fall in the legislature.

  This law is intended to fast-track a mine in Northern Wisconsin proposed by the Geobic

  Taconite mining company.

Effectively Closed Stewardship and Conservation Easement
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Programs

  Walker’s budget eliminated cut funding for these programs which protect precious lands and

  open spaces from development and help keep agricultural land in production.  
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